
Volume Editor�s Preface

Domino reactions have been a mainstay of synthetic chemistry for much of its history.
Domino chemistry�s roots trace to achievements such as the one-pot synthesis of tropi-
none in 1917 by Robinson and the generation of steroidal frameworks through polyene
cyclizations, as originally predicted by the Stork–Eschenmoser hypothesis. In the ensuing
decades, chemists have used these, and other inspiring precedents, to develop even more
complicated domino sequences that rapidly and efficiently build molecular complexity,
whether in the form of natural products, novel pharmaceuticals, or materials such as
buckminsterfullerene.

Despite this body of achievements, however, the development of such processes re-
mains a deeply challenging endeavor. Indeed, effective domino chemistry at the highest
levels requires not only creativity and mechanistic acumen, but also careful planning at
all stages of a typical experiment, from substrate design, to reagent and solvent choice, to
timing of additions, and even the quench. Thus, if the frontiers are to be pushed even fur-
ther, there is certainly much to master.

It was with these parameters in mind that the Editorial Board of Science of Synthe-
sis decided to focus one of its Reference Library works on domino chemistry, covering the
myriad ways that these sequences can be achieved with the full array of reactivity avail-
able, whether in the form of pericyclic reactions, radical transformations, anionic and
cationic chemistry, metal-based cross couplings, and combinations thereof. In an effort
to provide a unique approach in organizing and presenting such transformations relative
to other texts and reviews on the subject, the sections within this book have been organ-
ized principally by the type of reaction that initiates the sequence. Importantly, only key
and representative examples have been provided to highlight the best practices and pro-
cedures that have broad applicability. The hope is that this structure will afford a clear
sense of current capabilities as well as highlight areas for future development and re-
search.

A work on such a vibrant area of science would not have been possible, first and fore-
most, without a talented and distinguished author team. Each is mentioned in the intro-
ductory chapter, and I wish to thank all of them for their professionalism, dedication, and
expertise. I am also grateful to all of the coaching, advice, and assistance provided by
Ernst Schaumann, member of the Editorial Board of Science of Synthesis. Deep thanks
also go, of course, to the entire editorial team at Thieme, particularly to Robin Padilla and
Karen Muirhead-Hofmann who served as the scientific editors in charge of coordinating
this reference work; Robin started the project, and Karen saw it through to the end. Their
attention to detail and passion to produce an excellent final product made this project a
true pleasure. Last, but not least, I also wish to thank my wife Cathy and my son Sebastian
for their support of this project over the past two years.

Finally, I wish to dedicate this work, on behalf of the chapter authors and myself, to
our scientific mentors. It was through their training that we learned how to better under-
stand reactivity, propose novel chemistry, and identify the means to actually bring those
ideas to fruition. Hopefully this text will serve the same role to those who study its con-
tents, with even greater wisdom achieved as a result.

Scott A. Snyder Chicago, October 2015
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